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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Each year, beginning in the spr, -, Department of
Defense Dependent Schools, Pacific Region zonducts a Junior
Science and Humanities Symposium program. Students are
invited to conduct original research in the sciences,
mathematics, the humanities. and computer applications that
relate to research in those three fields. The research
period ends in early spring of the next year. Following
conclusion of the research period, students who complete
research projects and the writing of research project papers
spend a week presenting their research to other students,
visiting institutes where research is actively being
condwced, participating in cultural activities and a host
of other activities. During the week, three winning
students are chosen. Later in the spring, the winning
students travel to the National Junior Science and
Humanities'Symposium in the U.S. where one of the uinners
presents his or her research paper again; this time to
student researchers from the entire United States. The
student who presents his or her paper at the National
Symposium competes with other students for an opportunity to
make a presentation at the International Junior Science and
Humanities Symposium, usually held in London, England during
the summer.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The symposium objectives are to:

1. PROMOTE high school level research and experimentation
in the humilities, the sciences, mathematics, and
engineering.

2. RECOGNIZE the significance of research in human affairs,
and the importance of humane and ethical principles in the
application of research results.

3. IDENTIFY talanted youth and their teachers, recognize
their accomplishments and encourage their continued interest
and participation in humanities, science, mathematics and
engineering.
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4. EXPAND the horizons of research oriented students by
exposing them to opportunities in the academic, industrial,
and governmental communities.

5. ENLARGE the number of future adults capable of
conducting research.

PARTICIPANT ELIGIBILITY

Participation in the Junior Science and Humanities
Symposium is open to all students attending Department of
Defense Dependent Schools, Pacific Region who are interested
in and subsequently complete an acceptable research project
in the sciences, mathematics, humanities or computer
applications that relate to research in those fields.

APPLICATION FEE

There is a $30.00 non-refundable application fee. The
fee must accompany a students application for participation
in the Junior Science and Humanities Symposium.

PROJECT GUIDELINES

1. Scientific Method: The scientific method should be used
in all research projects. The method generally consists of:
(1) identification of a problem; (2) gathering all the
pertinent data; (3) formulating an hypothesis; (4)
performing experiments; (5) interpreting the results of the
experiments; (6) drawing one or more conclusions regarding
the hypothesis. Students often conduct library research
projects, felsely thinking that such endeavors are a correct
application of the scientific method. Generally, such is not
the case. Proper use of the method will be stressed heavily
during the evaluation process leading to selection of
research projects for formal presentation at the Junior
Science and Humanities Symposium.

2. Use cf Animals in Research: The use of animals in
research projects is to be closely monitored by school
officials at the local level. In this regard, the following
guidance applies:

a. Projects leading to the needless killing of animals
or where there is high probability that the research will
lead to the death of an animal are not acceptable as Junior
Science and Humanities Symposium research projects.
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b. Projects where there is a chance the research will
lead to death of research animals should be evaluated by a
board of science teachers prior to their approval. The
board will evaluate the proposal/s to ensure that all
possible precautions to prevent death of the animal/s have
been taken. If, after evaluation, the board feels there is
still a high probability that death will occur inspite of
the precautionary measures the project should not be
approved.

c. Projects where there is a slight chance that a
research animal will die are acceptable but should be
scrutinized closely by faculty advisors prior to their being
approved. All possible precautions should be taken to
prevent the loss of a research animal.

d. Projects where research animals die for no apparent
reason are acceptable.

3. Guidance for the organization of student research papers
is provided in Appendix E.

4. Additional guidelines for the conduct of high school
research is provided in Appendix F.

ABSTRACTS

1. General: An abstract shall be written for every paper
which is submitted and shall accompany the-paper when it is
submitted. A form is included in Appendix A for this
purpose. Xerox copies of the form may be made to meet the
needs of individual schools.

2. Length: The abstract should be of adequate length to
describe the project but should not exceed 175 words.

3. Writing: The abstract must be single spaced and typed.
Hand written abstracts will not be accepted.

4. Suggestions for Abstract Writing:

a. Abstracts should answrer the questions, Who; What;
Where; When; Why; sometimes, How?

b. The past tense and third person should be used to
describe completed research.

c. Proper sentence structure and gramma must be used.

d. Do not use abbreviations.
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e. Assume readers will have a good technicial
vocabulary.

f. Try to avoid the use of highly specialized words.

g. State results and conclusions or findings in a
clear, concise fashion.

5. Several examples of abstracts are included in Appendix
G.

TYPING

1. Paper: The paper must be typed, double spaced.

2. Abstract: See the "Abstract" section, above.

PAPER SUBMISSION

1. Time: Papers are submitted to arrive on or before the
deadline date listed below in the Symposium Timeline.

2. Copies: Two copies of the paper shall be submitted as
follows:

a. One copy to;

DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT CF SCHOOLS, JAPAN
APO SAN FRANCISCO, CA 96328-0005
AUTOVON 225-3940/3941/3947

b. One copy to;

SCIENCE COORDINATOR
DODDS-PACIFIC/EDUCATION DIVISION
FUTENMA BOX 796
FPO SEATTLE, WA 9E772-0005
AUTOVON 635-2365/2147/2151

JUDGING GUIDELINES

1. All research ..,apers submitted as part of the Junior
Science and Humanities Symposium program are evaluated by a
team of scientists to determine: (1) the quality of the
investigator's research design; (2) the originality of the
topic or approach: (3) the level of scientific understanding
displayed in the paper; (4) the quality of the paper itself.
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contains a copy of the Research Paper Evaluation form used
for this process.

2. Students chosen to present their papers formally at the
Junior Science and Humanities Symposium are evaluated a
second time. This time, the quality oral presentations are
judged to determine: (1) the quality of the research design;
(2) the originality of the topic or approach; (3) the level
of scientific understanding displayed by the presenter; (4)
the quality of the presentation. Three people are normally
chosen, as a result of this process, to attend the National
Junior Science and Humanities Symposium in the U.S. One
person, selected as the winner, presents his or her paper at
the National Symposium. Appendix C contains a copy of the
Oral Presentation Evaluation form used for this process.

ORAL PRESENTATIONS

I. Preparing for oral presentations: People often become
nervous when they must face -in audience and as a result

'presentations, which might have otherwise been well done,
turn out to be poor. Practicing presentations in front of a
video camera may help students overcome some of their fears,
nervousness and the like. Following a video taping of their
presentation, presenters; (1) view the tape to see actually
what the audience saw when the presentation was made; (2)
ask fellow students to view the tape with them and make
suggestions regarding ways to improve the presentation; (3)
have sponsors and teachers view the tape and make
suggestions for improvement. For the best possible results,
this process is repeated several times.

2. Visuals: During presentations, 2x2 slides and overhead
projectors may be used. Visuals must be easily readable at
the back of a large lecture hall. Visuals should numbered
plainly so that if one needs to be shown again it can be
easily located.

3. Timing: Formal presenters will be allowed 15 minutes to
make their presentations. Speakers must stop at the end of
15 minutes even though they have not completed their
presentation. They will be given a three minute warning by
the program moderator following 12 minutes of presentation
Following conclusion of presentation, the presenter will be
allowed 10 minutes to answer questions asked about the
research project by the audience. During the question and
answer period, the audience is free to ask questions only
about the research project and the presenters suggestions
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for additional research in his or her field of
investigation.

POSTER SESSIONS

1. General: A poster session will be held during the
Symposium.

2. Participants: All students not selected to make formal
presentations are expected to make poster presentations.

3. Posters:

a. Size; Posters should be about one meter long and
one meter wide.

b. Composition; Posters should summarize a research
project, showing, in the most vivid way possible, the
important aspects of the project. They ehould include:

(1) Project Title

(2) Author

(3) Methods

(4) Results

(5) Conclusions

Methods and results should be presented graphically of with
photographs with a minimum of text. The conclusion(s),
being the most important part should be applicable to the
experimental results alone. The amount of verbiage should
be limited, written in clear and correct English.

c. Color: Intelligent use of color can make the
difference between a monotonous display that says, "Come
over here for something interesting."

d. Crowding: Be careful not to crowd the poster with
too much data. Consider providing interested individuals
with a copy of your abstract rather than trying to force
everything about your project on one poster.

e. Length; There will be three one hour sessions.
Each student who is presenting a poster will be assigned to
one of the sessions and have the other two sessions free.
During the session to which a person is assigned, he or she
will be expectad to make mini-presentations to students and

6
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others interested in finding out more abollt that students
research.

f. Evaluation; Posters will be evaluated by sponsors.
As a guide for the evaluation, judges will use sections III
and IV of the the corm included in Appendix C. First,
second and third place projects for each session will be
chosen as a result of this process.

SYMPOSIUM TIMELINE

1. April 23, 1988 Students begin research projects.

2. December 12, 1988 Students gut mit

3. February 10, 1989

4. March 27-31, 1989

5. April 1989

6. July 1989

a. Applications for
participation in JSHS to the
Regional science coordinator.

b. The $30.00 non-refundable
application fee to the Regional
science coordinator.

c. One copy of "Parental
Permission for School Activity"
DSP Form 1(5 or equivalent
to the JSHS sponsor.

Students submit!

a. Abstract and one copy of
their research paper to the
Regional science coordinator.

b. Abstract and one copy of
their research paper to District
Superintendent of Schools, Japan.

Regional JSHS at Tsukuba City,
Japan

National JSHS, U.S.

International Youth Science
Fortnight, London, England

APPLICATION FORM

7
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A copy of the Junior Science and ranities Symposium
application form is included in Appendix D. Xerox copies of
the form should be made to cover the needs of individual
schools.

PARENTAL PERMISSION

Parental permission must be obtained beforea student
can attend the Junior Science and Humanities Symposium.
Permission is obtained by having parents complete, "Parental
Permission for School Activity," DSP Form 105 or equivalent.
Completed forms for attending students shall be retained by
the administration of the students' respective schools.

ORDERS

1. Travel orders shall be issued for sponsors by school
administrators in accordance with guidance set forth for
Region approved events. Sponsor TDY orders will be issued
with the following statement in block 16 of DD Form 1610,
"Traveler must depart NLT 26 Harm 1989 and return NLT 01
April 1989. Limited per diem of $3.50 per day is authorized
from 1500 hours 27 March through 1200 hours 31 March 1909.
Use of commercial foreign air, rail and bus is authorized."
If additional funds are required for Region approved events,
a request for amendment to DSPA Form 7001 should be
requested.

2. Student travel orders will be issued similar to student
travel for athletic events.

TRAVEL

1. Yokota MAC terminal tentative arrival times, flight
numbers and arrival dates for those students and sponsors
traveling viii MAC to the regional JSHS should be forwarded
as soon as possible by telephone to District Superintendent
of Schools, Japan at AUTOVON 225-3940/3941/3947.

2. A DoDDS representative will attempt to meet all incoming
flights based upon information provided as directed in
paragraph 1 of this section. If your flight is not met,
call Takashi Suyama by telephone at 0425-45-4894 or
225-3940/3941/3947.

3. Buses will depart for Tsukuba City from the Yolota
Officer's Club parking lot at 1200, 27 March 1989.

8
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FOOD

1. Students are responsible for all food costs incurred
.allowing their departure from home and prior to the evening
meal, 27 March 1989 and following the noon meal on 31 March
1989 and the time they arrive home again.

2. Food is provided free to all participants during the
Sumpoeium perl-d.

LODGING.

1. Sponsors and students arriving at Yokota Air Base prior
to 27 March 1989 will be provided lodging at Yokota High
School or some similar location. Travelers should bring:

a. Sleeping bags.

b. Towels.

c. Shower shoes.

d. Bathrobe.

2. Sponsors and students departing Yokota Air Base on 01
and 02 April 1989 will be provided lodging at Yokota High
School or some similar location.

3. Sponsors and their students wishing to
reservations before departure for Tsukuba eity and
return from Tsukuba may do so. The cost of such
however, will be the responsibility of the
Takashi Suyama must be notified at
225-3940/3941/3947 if BOQ reservations are made
group from your school.

TRAVEL CLAIMS

make BOQ
following
lodging,

traveler.
AUTOVON

for the

All sponsors must file a travel claim, DD Form 1351
within five working days following the completion of travel.

/larch 27.

1200
1600
1700

TENTATIVE SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE

1989 (Monday)

Depart Yokota Air Base
Arrive Tsukuba Training Center, Check In
Sponsors Meeting

9
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1800 Banquet at University Hall
2300

March 28.

Lights Out

1988 (Tuesday)

0715 Breakfast
0830 Depart for Tsukuba Training Centel
0845 Poster Session One
0945 Poster Session'Two
1045 Poster Session Three
1145 Depart for.Lunch
130u Depart for Field Trip
1700 Sponsors Meeting
1800 Dinner
2300 Lights Out

Liargh22,aaffiLikadneadayi

0715
0845
0900
1145
1245
1630

2300

March 30.

Breakfast
Depart for Tsukuba Training Center
Student Presentations
Depart for Lunch
Depart for Field Trip
Depart for Mr. Inaba's House and Cultural
Cultural Exchange Program
Lights Out

1989 (Thursday)

0715 Breakfast
0815 Sponsors Meeting
0845 Depart for Tsukuba Training Center
0900 Student Presentations
1000 Key-Note Speaker
1030 Student Presentations
1145 Depart for Lunch
1245 Depart for Field Trip
1800 Dinner
1930 Possible Student Party
2300 Lights Out

liarsaLal,12BLIEridaxi
0715 Breakfast
0830 Sponsors Meeting
0845 Depart for Tsukuba Training Center
0900 Closing Ceremony
1130 Lunch
1300 Depart for Yokota Air Base

10
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THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT TSUKUBA CITY AND THE TRAINING CENTER

1. Money: It is difficult to change dollars to yen! You
should plan accordingly.

2. Towels: The training center does not provide towels
with the rooms. You must bring your own.

3. Dress:

a. Students;

(1) Dressup the first night for the banquet.

(2) Dressup during formal presentations.

(3) Dressup during poster presentations.

(4) Bring casual and cool weather clothing, its not
too late for snow in this part of Japan.

b. Sponsors;

(1) Be prepared to introduce your students to the

audiance for formal presentations.

(2) Casual and cool weather clothing.

4. Rooms: Each sponsor and student has an individual room;
sponsors usually stay in the same area on the same floors as
their students.

5. Food: Food at the Training center is Japanese style.
There are local establishments where other types of food may
be purchased. Such purchase, however, is at the individuals
own expense.

11.
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HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
SPONSOR/TEACHER:
TITLE:

Y
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Junior Science and
Humanities Symposium

Name of Student:
Title of Presentation-

POINTS

RESEARCH PAPER EVALUATION
CRITERIA

40 Quality of Research Design
a. Statement and delineation of problem
b. Identification of variables
c. Recognition of limitations of measurements
d. Adeqtnicy of data (amount)
e. Statistical analysis appropriate to high school

20 U. Originality of Topic or Approach
a. Suitable subject for high school research
b. Personal work vs. professional help
c. Originality vs. laboratory manual report

25 Scientific Understanding Displayed
a. Emphasis on significant vs. trivial
b. Objectivity
c. Scientific vs. value judgments
d. Recognition of the limitations of the study
e. Conclusion based on data.

15 N. Quality of the Paper Itself
a. Title page
b. Table of contents
c. Summary or abstract
d. Introduction
e. Discussion
f. Conclusions/recommendations
g. Acknowledgements
h. References (Note: Many schools do not have extensive libraries)
i. Display of data
j. General clarity of expression

Total Points
Comments:

Signature of Evaluator Date
DoDDS-Pacific Region in cooperation with U.S. Army Research Office
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Junior Science and
Humanities Symposium

Name of Student:

Title of Presentation:

ORAL PRESENTATION EVALUATION
POINTS CRITERIA

____-25 I. Quality of Research Design
a. Statement and delineation of problem
b. Identification of variables
c. Recognition of limitations of measurements
d. Adequacy of data (amount)
e. Statistical analysis appropriate to high school

--.10 II. Originality of Topic or Approach
a. Suitable subject for high school research
b. Personal work vs. professional help
c. Originality vs. laboratory manual report

III. Scientific Understanding Displayed
a. Emphasis on significant vs. trivial
b. Objctivity
c. Scientific vs. value judgments
d. Recognition of the limitations of the study
e. Conclusion based on data.

30 Quality of the Presentation
a. Introduction
b. Discussion
c. Conclusions/recommendations
d. Acknowledgements
e. References (Note: Many schools do not hPve extensive libraries.)
f. Display of data
g. General clarity of expression

Total Points
Comments:

Signature of Evaluator Date
DODDS-Pacific Region in cooperation with U.S. Army Research Office
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STUDENT APPLICATION

for
JUNIOR SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES SYMPOSIUM

PACIFIC REGION
Location: Ti;ukuba Science City, Ibaragi Prefecture, Japan

DlitECTIOia
A. Provide a complete answer in each blank.
B. Make check payable to AFO, APO San Francisco 96239 in the amount of

$30.00, the symposium registration fee;

C. Attach check to application.

Sex:

1. Name:

2. Social Seczity Number:

3. Passport Number:

4. School:

S. School Address:

Phone:

6. Residential Mailing Address-

Phone-

7. Teacher/Principal Recommendations-

10. Teacher's Signature-

11. Principal's Signature-

12. Mail To: Dr. Richard Schlenker
DoDDS-Pacific Regional Office
Futenma Box 796
FPO Seattle 98772-0005
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Junior Science and
Humanities Symposium

ORGANIZATION OF
STUDENT PAPERS AND ABSTRACTS

The pattern of organization in technical writing is traditionally journalistic, with
the climax at the beginning rather than at the end. Ordinarily, papers should contain
the following elements, in the following order:

1. Title Page.

2. Table of Contents.

3. Abstract.

4. Introduction (reasons for doing the project).

5. Technical discussion, starting with a statement of the problem being investigated;
procedure; a summary of the observations, including tables, giaphs, diagrams,
photos.

6. Tentative conclusions and/or recommendations.

7. Acknowledgements.

8. Appendices with data tables, list of symbols used, or a glossary as appropriate.

9. References.

It is not useful to list common apparatus, such as test tubes, but spetialized
apparatus should be mentioned by make and model where appropriate in the technical
discussion.

25
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GUIDELINES FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

ON

CONDUCTING RESEARCH IN THE SCIENCES
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Cirrsa 1:

Your Research Project

1.1 Message to the Student.

So you have decided to undertake a bit of research in science!
Congratulations from the scientific community! This manual has been
prepared to help you plan and carry out a project in an effective and
efficient manner. It will not tell you what to do or precisely how to
do it. Rather, it will make available to you some techniques devised
by scientists to maximize meaningful results from their efforts. It will
be up to you to plan your work and to choose and employ techniques
that will be most effective in your research. In every way, it is to
be your project.

It is through investigative efforts like the one you are beginning that
mankind has expanded its knowledge. The cumulative effects of asking
and answering questions and passing on the answers account considerably
for the nature of our modern life style. The process known as "research"
is closely tied in with the term "progress," and the products of research
play a large part in what we call our culture.

The work you are about to do is important. Dignity and pride are
associated with the expansion of knowledge. A legitimate, honest question
deserves an an ewer even if its significance is not immediately apparent.
Often the worth of a research result is not perceived until years after
completion of the project. You need not be concerned with the amount
of significance of the results of your project, but with the quality of
its planning, logic, and accuracy.

We wish to help you avoid floundering around and moving in directions
not likely to lead toward accomplishment of your objectives. Therefore,

1



you will first be provided in this manual with a general discussiora of
the research process. This will be followed by some tips on experimental
design and on planning in general. One of our first objectives will be
to get you to view your task as a whole, so yeu will be able to evaluate
your state of progress as the project moves toward completion. Some
specific techniques of research will then be discussed, to enable you
to select ones that can be applied to your situation.

It is assumed that you have had at least a first course in algebra
and one or more introductory courses in science. That should be adequate
preparation for you to read and understand most of the material in
this manual. Parts of Chapters 5 and 6 are mathematical, and you may
not be sufficiently prepared to understand them completely on first
reading. If that should be the case, do not let it stop you from reading
the rest of the manual and being guided by it, counting on the fact
that your undo standing of analysis and statistical measures will improve
from subsequent study.

As a first step, a professional researcher searches the published
literature to see whether a study he proposes to undertake has already
been made and the outcome adequately reported. You should of course
make an effort along that line. However, since you are not likely to
have access to all of the literature on your topic, if it should turn out
that you arrive at conclusions already established through earlier work,
that is not necessarily bad. Your present effort is largely aimed at "how
to do it."

There is a classic true story of a physics professor who, while watching
the light of fireflies one summer night, was excited by the thought,
what is its spectrum? So he hired some boys to catch fireflies and
spent some time rigging up apparatus, and then he had another thought:
has this study a;ready been made? To his embarrassment, a few minutes'
search of the literature revealed that it had long since been performed.

1.2 Cause and Effect: A Model to Pursue.

If you already have a research problem in mind, it probably is one
that requires discovering or demonstrating a cause-and-effect relationship.
You may be interested in finding how one event causes another to
occur. You may be seeking to understand how a change in the concentra-
tion of a certain ion causes a change in some animal or plant population.
You may be interested in knowing how some environmental factor such
as temperature, rainfall, or sunlight affects leaf size, stem length, or
thickness 4 bark. You may wish to discover or quantify the rate at
which sand grains creep down a slope or a river gnaws at its bank.

In any case, your project will surely involve you in the keeping of
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records. A scientist is more than an observer; he makes records of
his observations. He then analyzes his recorded information, seeking
to uncover the existence of relationships, which in turn may lead him
to a better understanding or a solution of the problem. Relationships
sometimes are revealed simply by a series of statements of observed

I

facts cr columns of numbers. Probably more often, relationships are I

revealed by graphing one set of numbers against another set of numbers.
Still more information often is obvined by employing some type of
mathematical model or statistical analysis. Thus, through record keeping
and various forms of analysis of his records a researcher solves problems
and also is able to communicate findings to others in a meaningful way.
In this manual you will be exposed to graphing techniques and to certain
types of statistical analysis. We hope to show you ways, in which these
techniques might be used in solving your particular research problem,
in reporting your findings, and in pining acceptance of your conclusions.

1.3 Mechanisms of Research.

You will be presented in Chapter 2 with an example of a formalized
research procedure. From earlier studies you may recognize it as an
outline of the "scientific method." Please understand that it is only
a generalized framework to help you conceive and sequence the steps
of your project. A research plan often takes a shape not described
by this generalized research model. Frequently a research procedure
is not constructed through the formulation of a hypothesis to be proved
of disproved, but through the recognition of the existence of a problem
or the absence of some needed information. Quite often a scientist sets
out to investigate a problem in his area of specialization, working with
the knowledge that what is now known is not adequate. This is termed
exploratory or basic research. Research aimed at putting into practical
use some previously learned basic knowledge is called applied research.

It will not be necessary to design your procedure so that it exactly
fits any formalized model. Professor Bridgman of Harvard University
once described the research process as "going at nature with no holds
barred." Our aim is to help you avoid spending time devising techniques
already worked out by others.



CHAPTER 2:

Research and How it Works.

2.1 The Research Process.

The researcher starts with a problem or a phenomenon that needs
to be investigated. He endeavors to develop a sequence of actions that
he believes will increase his knowledge and understanding. It may consist,
for example, of a series of situations in which he is able to alter a
variable and to observe what happens. The most knowledge-producing
situ..tion is one in which alteration of a variable results in changes in
only one of the possible other variables.

Such a controlled situation is an experiment. Experiments generate
events, happenings, known in the technical sense as facts. A fact, to
a scientist, is an event described in the manner of its occurrence. For
example, if a dense object held at arm's length is released, it falls to
the ground. This is an observed fact, which in this case takes place
with the observer having had no part in the activity other than release
of the object. From many falling-object experiments he may sense,
without making any measurements, that the object's speed constantly
increases. However be may obtain numerical data by devising equipment
that yields the values of displacement attained at equally-spaced moments
of time. Then by graphical analysis he deterinines in what manner the
speed increases. At a later time he may learn how to account for this
particular motion from knowledge of gravitation and the laws of motion.
In this experiment the controlling variable, time, increases independently
after the moment of release, and the controlled or dependent variables
are downward displacement and speed. Complete analysis reveals that
true free-fall motion depends only upon gravitational field intensity and
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not at all upon the mass of the falling object. Exploratory research
of this type has revealed =any facets of the operations of nature.

Some research projects stall with the formulation of a hypothesis.
This is a statement, an assumption or a supposition, that under a described
set of circumstances, a described result will take place. A hypothesis
may describe the ways in which different variables will or should affect 1

a particular phenomenon. It may be an educated guess as to the nature
of a relationship. The advantage of formulating a hypothesis is that
it tends to focus the investigator's energy in a single direction, so that
his effort may be devoted toward either acceptance or rejection of his
hypothesis. If his work leads to rejection, he may then formulate a
new hypothesis and work on it.

Under some circumstances the scientist will proceed on the assumption
of a null hypothesis, which states that no relationship exists between
certain variables.

After the scientist's experiments and tests have been completed and
he has formulated his conclusions, he publishes his research and/or
reads "papers" at scientific symposia or conventions of scientists. A
"contributed" paper is one on his own work, volunteered to be published
in a journal or given orally. An "invited" paper is one that has been
asked for. It frequently combines and surveys all of the work done
in a particular field.

Eventually, if his findings (and perhaps those of others also) stand
up under scrutiny and are reproducible, the result may be the emergence
of a new scientific law. Often described in the form of a mathematical
relationship, a law is an observed regularity between the variables involved
in a particular phenomenon. A scientific law should not be assumed
to be the final word on its subject. Its acceptance may not last for
all time, and its accuracy may depend upon how closely the variables
in it are measured. An example is the ideal gas law, PV = nRT, which
predicts the behavior of a sample of an idealgas under various pressures
and temperatures. This law accurately describes the behavior of some
real gases at normal laboratory conditions, but not accurately at extremes
of temperature and pressure.

The ideal gas law identifies the variables and describes the relationship
among them, but does not explain why a particular variable produces
the described effects on the others. The explanation occurs at a higher
intellectual level in an all-encompassing statement called a theory. A
theory servi.... to explain a number of events that are classified by the
laws pertaining to that particular type of phenomenon. The ideal gas
law is one of a number of gas laws which make up a broad theory
that explains the nature of the gaseous state, the kinetic-molecular theory
of gases.

2-2
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2.2 Formalised Research Model.

The research investigator starts with an observed Phenomenon that
is not understood or a topic that needs to be studied and develops
ideas that lead to controlled experiments. Experiments lead to facts,
which he uw-ernes and records, resulting in data. He then employs one
or more methods of analysis of the data, leading to a tentative solution,
which is one use of the terra hypothesis. This solution may be found
unacceptable or in need of being tested for reproducibility. In either
case he goes back to more experimentation. He may finally accept the
hypothesis as a solution to the original question and ,nnounce it as
a conclusion.

This research model or flow pattern would seem to indicate that research
activity tends to breed more research activity, which indeed often is
true. Your task in designing the parts and steps of your project is to
approach the problem in such a way that your actions progress from
the phenomenon to be investigated to its explanation in an orderly and
efficient fashion. It is crucially important not to overlook a factor that
affects the final result. Erratic final values that seem to have no
explanation can be indicative of the presence of such an overlooked
or unrecognized factor.

2.3 Comparative Studies: A Different Approach.

You may have become interestce in exploring a type of situation
in which controlled experiments are not an appropriate means of discov-
ering a cause-and-effect relationship. You may need to examine a situation
in which it is impossible or impractical to control the variables. Such
a problem occurs when one needs to examine the behavior of people
or events that are very complex in scope or nature. For example, suppose
it has been found that in a section of a farming community, certain
farmers have experienced losses of their crops due to some unknown
cause. Clearly it would be much too difficult a task to control and
vary all possible factors that might lead to a crop failure. Therefore,
to identify the cause of the problem it is necessary to 'mploy some
method other than the experimental one.

One method takes the form of the experimental approach in reverse.
This method is based upon measurement of the effect normally considered
to be the dependent variable while search is made for the cause. The
logic employed involves searching for one factor that is common to
all of the cases of failure. Then it is possible to construct a hypothesis
that this common circumstance is, in fact, the probable cause of the
phenomenon or is related to it.

Let us apply this line of reasoning to the situation of the crop failure
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in a farming community. Suppose investigation of the farming methods
employed indicated that a wide range of techniques were used. However,
all of the farmers who had experienced crop failure had purchased a
fertilizer from the same dealer, and in every instance where crop failure
had occurred, fertilizer from the same shipment bad been distributed
in the fields. This would lead to the hypothesis that this fertilizer may
have been the cause of the loss of the crop. To test the hypothesis,
the investigator would seek to show that no crop failure occurred where
fertilizer from another source had been used. If this were found to
be the case, the evidence would be very strong for saying that the
cause of the crop failures was tied in with the fertilizer from this particular
shipment. It could also lead to further research including analysis of
the fertilizer shipment in question.

In the above described example there was a perfect coordination
between cause and effect. This example was used to illustrate the principle
of logic involved in establishing cause-and-effect relationships. In practice
such a clear-cut relationship seldom presents itself. Instead, the researcher
is confronted with trends and tendencies and erratic examples of relation-
ships between events. It is therefore necessary for him to have a way
to determine, by a measurement process, the extent or degree of a
tendency. Luckily such measures do exist. It is possible to calculate
statistical measures which numerically state the likelihood of the existence
of more than a coincidental relationship between two events. We will
return to the calculation of these statistical measures in a later section.

2-4
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CHAPTER 3:

Planning Your Research Project.

3.1 The Importance of Planning.

To achieve the kind of result you desire you will have to do some
planning. The great accomplishments of mankind, ranging from the
building of the pyramids to the placing of a man on the moon, have
all required much more than solution of the engineering problems involved.
They have required very complex plans to bring about the proper sequence
of events needed to carry out the project. Your first research project
may indeed appear to you to have the magnitude of building a pyramid
when yo': begin, and possibly you may be even more aware of its
magnitude when you have finished!

It is necessary for you to anticipate a sequence of events that may
lead you to your final goal and to start with it even though there is
some probability that developments may dictate some change in the
sequence as you move ahead. A mistake to avoid is operating without
looking forward to the probable subsequent steps. Indeed, you should
not make use of parts of this manual without reading through all of
it first. Otherwise you may find yourself dealing with hindsight and
needing to go back and rework parts of your project.

3.2 Activity Planning.

The development of an activity plan for your project should be
considered. A logical approach is to identify all the steps that you think
should lead you from the beginning of your work to its completion
and to review the resources required to carry out these steps. Some
planning options might include outlining, listing of events in sequence,
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Figure I. Planning Scheme for Boiling an Egg.

and designing of data tables or charts. At this point it may be useful
for you to look at some techniques that can be borrowed from existing
systems of planning.

You might consider a planning technique employed by management
officials in large corporations to bring about a complex chain of events.'
As an example, Figure I outlines the steps required to boil an egg.
The lines in the diagram represent activities that lead toward completed
goals. The number above each line is the number of time units allocated
to that activity. The letters enclosed in parentheses identify the completed
goals. The time units are minutes in this particular example. This planning
scheme (perhaps rather generously) allows one minute each to locating
a pan, filling it with water, and placing it on the stove. Sometime during
those three minutes the stove is switched on. Three minutes later the
water has come to a boil and the egg is &typed in. In another three
minutes the egg is soft boiled and the stove is switched off. The overall
time for carrying out the project is indicated by the pathway with the
greatest total of time units. While the development of some plan for
your project will be essential, it may not be necessary to formalize
your plan to the extent shown in this illustration.

It is likely that your project will undergo changes as it proceeds.
Unexpected developments probably will cause you to alter some methods
of operation. You may as well anticipate unexpected problems. Thus
you will approach the project with a realistic mental attitude. It has
been said, "No matter how much you plan, something will always go
wrong somewhere." An advantage of having a plan is that it allows
you to know how far along you are at any time, and the perspective
it gives will help curb any frustrations that may develop.

'Anthony L. Iannone. Management Program Planning and Control with PEAT, MOST,
and LOB (Englewood Cliffs, N J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1967), pp 7-35.
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CHAPTER 4:

Getting Help

t 4.1 Asking for Help.

It is not uncommon for professional researchers to seek advice from
others. The enterprising researcher will foster good working relationships
with many types of professionals. He usually has to confront so many
complex problems involving engineering, mathematical computations,
library searchers, and field work that it is unreasonable to expect him

to have expertise in all of these areas. People not directly engaged
in research can often provide valuable assistance and equipment. There-
fore, a wise researcher recognizes when his project will be benefited
by outside help and knows how to go about obtaining it.

4.2 How To Ask.

If you already know people who can help you, do not hesitate to
ask for their advice. If you must seek help and formal communication
is required, some suggested guidelines are:

1. Don't ask for help until you have exhausted your own resources.
2. Spend enough time thinking and reading so that you can ask specific

questions. A letter that in effect says "please send me everything
you have" tends to make its recipient feel unable to help.

3. Inform your consultant of your background and school level so
that he can gear his response to your degree of preparation

4. A A early (perhaps for an appointment) and give your consultant
time to reply at his convenience. A despernze last minute request
may not bring an answer.

5. Ask to borrow equipment only if you have an established relation-
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ship with the person or institution being contacted.
6. A letter of thanks is always appreciated!

4.3 Whom To Ask.

If you are unsure about whom to ask or where to write for advice,
some suggested procedures include:

Describing your situation to a teacher.
Making contact with the appropriate science department of a nearby

college, university, or industrial organization.
Determining whether your state has a scientific organization or academy

of science . at provides such help and communicating with it.
Visiting -derby museums that feature scientific exhibits

4.4 Giving Credit For He0 Received.

If, after completing your project, you present a "paper" describing
it and your findings, give credit where credit is due. You may be called
upon to state how you became aware of the topic. There is no need
to be reluctant about stating the amount of help you may have received,
for as stated earlier in Section 4.1, it is quite common for professionals
to employ the advice and help of people who are specialists in various
fields.

Some of the research investigations attempted and completed by high
school students are quite modest in nature, founded upon the researcher's
own curiosity and carried out with relatively simple equipment. On the
other hand, some students have carried out projects that employed
advanced designs suggested by a teacher or a scientist or engineer in
the community. Perhaps the researcher was also aided by the t'se of
sophisticated and expensive apparatus, either borrowed for use in the
home, field, or school, er employed on the premises of a nearby institution.
All levels of sophistication have their place in research and none should
be regarded as being any more or less creditable than any other.

'Charlene K. Swilling. ed.. Ilandbook of the North Calohno Student Acadenn. of Science
(Raleigh. N.C.: N. C. Department of Agriculture. 1964), pp. II-9.
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CHAPTER 5.:

Data Analysis

5.1 Construction of Tables of Data.

While an experiment is in progress a scientist records events and
numerical values, and this record becomes a body of information called
data. He then analyzes this information and through the analysis reaches
conclusions based upon the relationships observed between the factors
in his experiments that varied or were variable.

It is desirable for the data tables to be clear and unambiguous. The
simplest data table consists of three columns and a number of lines.
The first column frequently will be headed "Trial Number," and that
column indicates the events or steps that took place. The next two
columns give information about two variable quantities. Each column
is headed with the name of the variable quantity and the name of the
unit of measure appropriate to the numbers in that column. The first
column indicates values of the independent variable, arbitrarily deter-
mined and set by the researcher. The second column lists values of
the dependent variable, obtained by count or read from the scale of
an instrument.

Figure 2 is an example of a simple data table. It records an experiment
in which a fixed amount of a gas is made warmer in ten unequal steps
of temperature. The gas is allowed to assume a new volume, :a each
step, such that the pressure is unchanged. The data table shows that
as the temperature is increased, a progressive increase in volume is
required to prevent an increase in pressure.

The words above the data table constitute a descriptive title, more
technically known as a caption. Note that the words in the title are
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in agreement with the following guidelines recommended for composing
a title or caption:

I. Start by naming the dependent variable.
2. Conclude with the name of the independent variable.
3. Use words that identify what the relationship is.
4. Do not include units of LI lame.
There are occasions when a t)ble of data consists of many columns

and rows. Figure 3 may be taken as an example. This table is used
in an experiment dealing with Ohm's law. Five resistors are listed by
rated value and 'tolerance in manufacture. Columns 4, 5, and 6 uPt used
to record the number of cells employed in examination of each resistor
and the numerical values of resultant observed current and voltage;
both of these are dependent variables. The final three columns are for
calculated values and these are separated from the first six columns
by a heavy line.'

Having studied these sample data tables to get ideas for logical formats,
you should use your creative talents in designing tables for your
experiments. Your tables of original data comprise an- important part
of your project, and the skill you show in constructing the tables will
be a measure of the quality of your research.

Volume of a Sample of P as at Constant
Pressure, as a Function. of Temperature.

Trial
Number

Temperature
K

Volume
es3

1 295 110.0

2 2,7 111.0

3 300 111.8

4 305 113.7

5 307 114.6

6 310 115.8

7 315 117.6

8 325 121.0

9 350 130.6

10 372 138.7

Figure 2. Example of a Simple Data Table.

'Sherwood Githens, Jr., and Bernard D. Toan, -.hers Manual for Quantitative Physical
Sdence, 2 vols. (Durham, N.C.: Moore Publi.4 Company, 1976), I: 225-27.
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Craph-tnaking Techniques.

An analytical tool used very often in research is the graph. Through
its position and shape, a graph line reveals pictorially the nature of
the relationship that exists between two variable quantities. The graph
is in a sense a picture that helps you gain more information from the
numbers recorded in your data tables. It usually communicates more
,.ffectively than the numbers. The conventions of graph mak'ng are

a
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Quadrant IndeT at Dependent
No. Vane ell Yariablea

1 positive positive
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Figure 4. Graphical r^sventions and Quadrants.
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demonstrated it Figure 4. A horizontal line called an axis has a scale
that rises in value to the right. The vertical axis has a scale that increases
in value from bottom to top (becomes less negative and more positive
upwards.) In this illustration of graphing technique the zero of each
scale has been positioned at the point where the axes intersect. Axes
thus scaled divide the surface into four parts called quadrants. Conven-
tionally these are numbered I, II, III, and IV, as shown. Almost always
the numbers on the horizontal axis stand for values of the independent
variable, which in the general case is designated by the letter x. Those
on the vertical axis represent values of the dependent variable, y. Every
point in the graph surface simultaneously corresponds to two numbers,
read by projection against the two scaled lines. A small table in Figure
4 shows the signs of the values of the points in each quadrant. The
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form (x, y) is employed for labelling the points: the x value is shown
first, followed by a comma.

Figure 5 is a graph of the data of Figure 2 plotted in quadrant I
with the 0,0 point located at the intersection of the axes. Notice that
the ten points are crowded together, so that establishing the graph line
is difficult. It is not dear whether the line is straight or slightly curved,
or if extended would or would not pass through the 0,0 point. However,
a perspective is gained on the overall range of the experimental measure-
ments. This graph indicates a need for further experimentation at lower
temperatures.

Figure 6 is a graph of the same data using expanded scales that do
not start with zero at the intersection of the axes. The relatfonshp is
now seen to be linear, and graphical determination of the value of its
slope is made easier. Figure 7 is Figure 5 re-drawn' using knowledge
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gained from Figure 6: that the relationship is linear, and an "educate.
guess" that when the line is extended it passes through the 0,0 point.
This process of extension is called extrapolation.

Each axis is labelled with the name of the quantity it describes, followed
by the name of the unit employed. Graphs are titled in the same form
as are data tatles: "dependent variable . . . as a function of independent
variable." The conventions that have been described are widely followed
and you will find it useful to employ them so that your work will be
easily understood by other researchers.

Usually your data will not call for showing all four quadrants. In
fact, it is likely that your values will all be positive and thus fall within
the first quadrant. Often you will get a more meaningful graph line
by showing only a portion of the first quadrant, with your scales not
including the 0,0 point. Your scales may begin and end at any value,
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so long as they cover the ranges of valise in your data tables and thus
include all of the information from your experiments. -

Finally, a smooth curve should be drawn. It should fit the points
as closely as possible, with about as many points lying on one side
as on the other. It is good practice, as seen clearly in Figure 6, to
encircle each plotted point, and not to have the graph line pass through
any circle, but to break the line at the circles thus avoiding obliteration
of the points. If the relationshp is found to be linear, draw the line
absolutely straight with the aid of a straight-edge. Use a French curve
if it is seen to be curved. You want the line to show the relationship
and not the experimental deviations from it.

Graphs are most easily plotted and values are most easily read if
the major scale graduations are marked in uniform steps using whole
numbers, with several unnumbered graduations between each scale
number. Usually it is undesirable for the small divisions to represent
an odd number of sub-units, such as 3, 7, 9. Decimal-type subdivisions
are best.

Clearly, useful information can be obtained from graphs. When the
time comes for you as a researcher to obtain information from your
experiments, keep an open mind and be inquisitive. Do not hesitate
to try various types of graphs in order to gain the best perspective
of your project.

5.3 Curve Fitting.

Suppose you have designed and conducted an experiment, recorded
data, and plotted points on a graph area. It 's possible that the points
may be randomly distributed and do not fall into a pattern or a line.
In that case the experiment y' u performed shows no cause-and-effect
relationship between the two variables you examined. In fact there may
be none, and you may need to rethink part or all of your 'xperimertal
design.

On the other hand, if a line form does take shape, indicating the
pi esence of a cause - and - effect relationship, you will want to obtain
a further refinement of your data by identifying the nature of the
relationship and if possible, stating it in the form of an equation. A
skilled researcher can often recognize the nature of a relationship from
a quick glance at the position and shape of the gr: Ai line.

The diagrams in Figure 8 show some often-encountered relationships
expressed in graphical form. The nature of each relationship is described
below in words and in equation form. An examination of these shapes
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and their descriptions should give assistance in deriving an equation
that summarizc.; the product of your research. This process is called
curve fitting. In the equations below, x and y are variables and a, b,
k, m, and A are constants.

(a) The lin4 passes through 0,0 and the slope is constant and positive.
A direct proportion is indicated. The ratio y/x is constant. A
test for direct proportionality is that if one variable is doubled
or tripled, the other one doubles or triples. Equation: y = mx.

(b) The line does not pass through 0,0; y increases linearly as x
increases. There is no proportionality; y is positive when x =
0 and the slope is constant and positive. Equation: y = mx +
b.

(c) y increases as x increases; the slope is positive and increases
as x increases. If y/x2 is constant, the curve is parabolic and
the equation y = ax2 is quadratic.

5-8 19
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(d) y increases as x increases; the slope is positive and decreases
as x increases. If y2/x is constant, the curve Is parabolic and
y2 = ax.

(e) y decreases linearly as x increases. The slope is negative and
constant; y = mx + b, in which m is negative.

(f) y decreases as x increases; the slope is negative and decreases
as x increases. If the product xy is constant, an inverse proportion

1 1

is indicated: y = and x = .
x y

(g) y is always negative, and its absolute value is directly proportional
to x. The slope is constant and negative; y = mx, in which
m is negative.

(h) y is negative and becomes more negative, and the slope is negative
and becomes more negative, as x increases.

(i) y is constant and positive. The slope is 0, and y is not related
to x.

(j) y is constant and negative. The slope is 0, and y is not related
to x.

(k) Random distribution; no line form. y is not related to x, or x
is not the only variable that determines y.

(1) y alternately positive and negative, slope also alternately positive
and negative, in a cyclic pattern. If y = A sin x, this curve
shape is called a sinusoid.

It is hoped that these examples will stimulate your thinking processes
and result in your being able to express experimental results in equation
form when that is appropriate. With time and practice a researcher
gradually develops a feel for the equations that represent many graph
forms. If you wish to probe deeper into this topic, consult a textbook
on analytical geometry. Incidentally, note that Figure 7 corresponds
to curve A. indicating a direct proportion between volume and tempaature
at constant pressure.
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CH ?TER 6:

Statistical Measures

6.1 When Statistics Can Help.

For some types of research investigations the forms of graphical analysis
described in Chapter $ are insufficient or not applicable, and analysis
of a statistical nature is more appropriate. Generally, statistical measures
are used when the primary information is so voluminous that one must
resort to sampling and analyzing a sample rather than the whole. Statistical
analysis is also used to compare two or more sets of primary information
with respect to a certain variable. It is very likely, for example, that
research on the crop failure problem of Section 2.3 would employ
statistical analysis of the survival of individual plants in the various
farm crops of that community.

6.2 Sampling.

Suppose that one wishes to measure the amounts of various materials
dissolved in a lake or river. Obviously it would be impossible to conduct
measurements on an entire lake of water. In such a situation one obtains
a large number of randomly collected small bottles of the water, analyzes
them chemically and statistically, and reaches conclusions based on the
assumption that the water in the bottles taken as a whole was a sample
that adequately represents the entire body of water. It follows that a
researcher must be knowledgeable of sampling techniques that will lead
to a truly representative sample. To that end, one needs to know the
meanings of the words "population," "individual," and "sample" as
they are employed here.

6-1
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The term population denotes all of a group of individuals (persons,
objects, items) from which a sample (a selected number of individuals)

_ is taken for statistical analysis. For instance, if the various features
of the leaves of tobacco in a field are to be examined, the population
consists of every leaf in that field. The researcher will probably measure
no more than a few hundred individual leaves from different plants
as a representative sample, and will statistically analyze the data thus
obtained. The research conclusions will be assumed to apply to the
entire crop in that field.

When undertaking the process of sampling, the researcher faces certain
responsibilities and considerations. These include:

1. Identifying the populationBefore taking the sample it will be
necessary to define precisely the limits of the total population
from which the sample will be drawn.

2. Obtaining a sample of adequate sizeAlthough no formula exists
to prescribe the size of the sample for an experiment, it should
be clear that a larger sample would better represent the entire
population. The researcher must ultimately decide on a sample
that is reasonably large but still manageable for the experiment.

3. Obtaining a representative sample.
To ensure a representative sample, the researcher must decide on

a method of sample choice that is logical for his particular investigation.
One method is to choose entries in a random fashion. If a list of all
individuals in the total population can be obtained, a random sampling
interval, such as every fifth entry, can be applied to the list. Caution
must be used to insure that no hidden bias is built into the population
list. If the total population can be subdivided into intervals of continuous
units such as time, distance, or area, a random sample of these intervals
can be chosen by lot. Meaningful experimentation must give rise to
reproducible conclusions. Therefore the researcher should furnish in-
formation about his mahods of sampling.'

6.3 Graphic Distribution of a Population.

As an example, consider the following description of the nature of
a hypothetical random sample of peanuts grown in a particular field
during one season. The variable studied was the mass of a single peanut,
and the reseacher's task was to describe the way nature distributed
the property of mass in the field of peanuts. A problem of this type
lends itself well to statistical measures; it is not practical to measure

4Deobold B. VanDalen, Understanding Educational Research: An Introduction (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), pp. 318-24.
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MASS DISTRIBUTION IN A PEANUT POPULATION
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Figure 9. Histogram showing the mass distribution in a sample consisting of 777 peanuts.

each peanut in one truckload, much less in an entire field of peanuts.
The researcher first made a type of graph called a histogram, Figure

9. To do this he decided upon a class-interval size of one-tenth of a
gram, and counted how many of 777 peanuts fell into each decigram
class interval. He labelled the x-axis "mass in grams," divided it into
decigrams, slid scaled it in grams. The y-axis was used to indicate the
number of peanuts falling into each class. The histogram was then drawn
as a series of side-by-side solid columns.

When a large number of small class intervals is used, it is possible
to plot points and to draw a smooth-line "distribution curve" as shown
in Figure 10. Usually the properties of a natural product will be distributed
in this manner, clustering around a central point and tailing off in either
direction, perhr-2s not completely symmetrically. Both of these types
of graphs serve as pictorial descriptions of observed distributions. If
these are not sufficient, it may be desirable to describe the population
using statistical parameters. The smoothed-out histogram of Figure 10
should not be confused with a later-discussed frequency distribution
curve that is mathematically computed using statistical parameters.
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Figure 10. A smoothed-out version of the bar-graph histogram, drawn with a French curve.

6.4 Statistical Descriptions of a Population.

Often it is found useful to describe a distribution in numerical rather
than graphical terms. The range of a variable is the difference between
its highest and lowest values, and this difference often is described
by stating those values. In the case of the peanuts, the range in mass
value was 2.9g and the largest and smallest values were 3.9g and 1.0g,
respectively. These values are found at the extremes of the curve of
the smoothed-out histogram, Figure 10, as well as in Column A of Figure

11.
There are three statistical measures of central tendency called arithmetic

mean, median, and mode. The arithmetic mean, sometimes symbolized
1, is the sum of all of the values divided by the number of values.
In our peanut examle this is I,681.8g divided by 777, or 2.16g. (This

is often called the average value.)
The mode is the class interval or individual value that occurs most

often. On the peanut histogram, Figure 9, the mode occurs at 2 2g,

with 82 entries falling in this class interval.
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T'v median is the middlemost item in a distribution. In the peanut
example the median lies between 2.1 and 2.2g, which is found by dividing
777 by 2 and by counting to that number in Column B of Figure 11.

Two other reLtively simple calculations result in measures of dispersion
about the arithmetic mean. Average deviation is obtained by summing
the absolute values of the diteerences between each individual value
and the arithmeti mean, ... then dividing by the number of values.
For the peanut t'.ie average deviation is 0.35g. Percentage deviation
is obtained by Aiding the average deviation by the average value and
multiplying by 100. For the peanuts, this works out to 16%. This is
a more significant statistical measure than the average deviation because
it is a simple and direct measure of the degree of spread in a population
of values. For example, if you were to weigh a hundred pennies using
a sensitive balance you would fmd their mass values to have a percentage
deviation of less than 1%; the stamping machine does a much better
job in regard to product uniformity than does Mother Nature.

The five statistical measures just described are readily calculated and

A

Mass
Intervals

grams

B C

Peanuts Total Ness
in Interval in Interval

a1.a2012... grans

D

Cumulative
Sum

eflotalMass

ni n24.-

E
Cumulative
Percentage

F
Percentage
per Interval

%/0 Ig

1.0 3 3.0 3

-_1_---
0.4 -

1.1 b 3.6 9 1.2 0.9

1.2 9 10.8 a4 2.3 1.7

1.3 18 23.4 36 4.6 2.3

1.4 IS 25.2 54 6.9 2.8

1.3 25 37.5 79 10.2 3.4

1.6 27 43.2 106 13.6 1.1

1.7 21 35.7 127 16.3 4.1

1.8 43 77.4 170 21.8 6.5

1.9 58 110.2 228 29.3 7.5

2.0 57 114.0 285 36.7 8.'

2.1 81 170.1 366 47.1 10.5

2.2 82 180.4 448 57.7 10.5

2.3 81 186.3 529 68.1 10.1

2.4 76 182.4 605 77.9 7.7

2.5 43 107.5 648 83.4 5.3

2.6 40 I0,.0 688 88.5 3.9

2.7 21 56.7 7879 91.2 2.6

2.8 19 53.2 728 93.7 2.0

2.9 12 34.0 740 35.2 1.4

3.0 10 30.0 750 96.5 1.1

3.1 6 18.6 756 97.3 1.0

3.2 9 28.8 765 98.5 0.9

3.3 5 16.5 770 91.1 0.4

3.4 1 3.4 771 99.2 0

3.5 0 0 771 99.7 0.2

3.6 3 10.8 774 99.6 0.4

3.7 2 7.4 776 99.9 0.1

3.8 0 0 776 99.9 0.1

3.9 1 3.9 777 100.0 0

Figure II. Statistical data related to the mass va:ues or sampic of 777 peanuts Column
F values obtained by Method of Moments.
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Figure 12. Cumulative percentage curve based upon data in Fig. 11. (Column E values

plotted again Column A values.)

quite useful, but the researcher also from time to time needs to make
some calculations that are a bit m're sophisticated in order to get measures
of "skewness" or asymmetry in a distribution of values, as well as
other types of information. The numbers in columns C, D, E and F
of Figure I I constitute the data foe the statistical measures to be described

next.

6.5 Cumulative Percentage Curve.

Statistical measures of a nature more sophisticated than those just
described can be obtained by first constructing a cumulative percentage

curve.
To obtain such a curve, one first determines running totals of the

individuals in the sample and then calculates cumulative percentages.

For exareple, the Column D values in Figure II w, e found by summing
the numbers (n) of individuals in Column B up to and through each
class interval. Thus, there were 36 peanuts in the first four class intervals.
Each Column E value was then obtained by dividing each running total

by the total number of individuals (777) and multiplying by 100. Thus,

4.6 percent of all the peanuts were in the first four class intervals.
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Figure 12 shows the resultant cumulative percentage curve. The graph
line starts with zero percent on the x-axis at the lowest class interval,
trends upward more and more rapidly, and then flattens out at the 100%
level and the highest class interval.

6.6 Frequency Distribution based on Cumulative Percentages.

The cumulative percentage values are then used to obtain afrequency
distribution curve (mathematically, the first derivative of the cumulative
percentage curve; in other words, a plot of the sh,pe, at each point,
of the cumulative percentage curve).

The slope at a particular point can be obtrinld in either of two ways.
These are essentially identical except that Otte employs graphical con-
struction (m principle if not in fact) plus calculations, while the other
employs adjacent numerical values from the data table and calculations.
These processes are known respectively as the Method of Tangents
and the Method of Moments.

The Method of Tangents is illustrated in Figure 13. In principle, one
draws a tangent at each point on the cumulative-percentage curve and
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Figure 13. Determination of slope (Ay /ex) by Method of lk..gents. At x = 1.8g. --
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0.66%
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determines its slope, the ratio of rise to run, so to speak, designated

as fly and Ax, respectively. To avoid making a large number of construe-
lion lines on the graph paper one can lay a transparent triangle in a
tangential position against each plotted point, and then slide a second
transparent right triangle along the tangent line, oriented as shown in
Figure 13, endeavoring to find a location such that either Ay or Ax
will equal a whole number of divisions (which will make the calculations

simpler.) In any cue, one reads off pairs of values of Ay and Az.
The ratio kr/Ax is a measure of the slope at that point, accurate within

the limits of measurement and calculations.
The Method of Moments employs adjacent values. This method is

best described through a numerical example: In Column E of Figure
11, the percentage values above and below the value 36.7 are 47.1 and

29.3. Their difference, ay, is 17.8%. They correspond to a span cf
0.2 grams, which is AL Therefore

Ay (47.1 29.3)% 17.8%
Slope = = 89.0%/g.

Ax 0.2g 0.2g

Distribution of Mass Values

of 777 Peanuts
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However, in this example, it is more suitable to have values "per 0.1
gram," and so the value written in Column F is 8.9%/0.1g, one-tenth
of the above value.

Figure 14 is a curve based upon the values in Column F of Figure
11 plotted against those in Column A. The points do not fall as smoothly
in a line as those in Figure 12 because irregularities which were of
minor significance in the Column D values have become magnified by
having gone throne two steps of calculation. In principle, the values
on Column F should add up to 100%. Actually they sum to 99.3%.
This is indica& e of the variations that can creep into data as a result
of calculations based on numbers consisting of only two significant digits.

It is to be noted that the three measures of central tendency mentioned
earlier in this chapter (mean, median, and mode) are readily determined
from the cumulative percentage-and frequency-disaibution curves illus-
trated by Figures 12 and 14. The mode is the x-value that corresponds
to the highest percentage value in Figure 14. The median is the x-value
that corresponds to the 50% value in Figure 12. The mean is obtained
to a good approximation by employing x-values at the indicated percentage
levels and calculating:

+ x50, + 1.7g + 2.14g + 2.52g
Mean = 2.12g.

3 3

6.7 Standard Deviation.

A frequency distribution like that pictured in Figure 14 can be very
sharply peaked, even knife-edged in shape, or quite flattened out,
depending upon the degree of scatter in the individual values. While
Mother Nature makes peanuts in widely-scattered mass values, the U.S.
Mint makes pennies quite, uniformly and a frequency distribution of
penny mass values deornuned by means of a very sensitive balance
would be quite knife-edged. A sometimes useful numerical measure of
variability is called standard deviation. Fundamentally it is determined
by finding the differences between the individual values and the mean,
squaring the differences (which produces positive values only), averaging
the squared differences, and taking the square rot,: :A that average.
A reasonable approximation of this "root mean square" value can be
found graphically by taking the difference between tt e x-values at 84%
and 16% on the cumulative percentage curve and dividing that number
by 2. Employing such values from Figure 12,

x x16, 2.52g - 1.f8g 0.84g
Std. Dev.

2 2 2
0.42g.
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6.8 Snunetry and Skewness.

Another statistical description of a distribution has to do with the
amount of symmetry in the frequency distribution curve; it may be
symmetrical, or it may be skewed in one direction or the other. Skewness,
hike 'he standard deviation, can be calculated by means of a complicated
formula resulting in a number lying between 1 (which describes a
curve tailed to the left) slid +1 (which describes a curve tailed to the
right). A truly symmetrical distribution has a skewnes* of 0 (zero).

Skewness can be approximated from the cumulative percentage curve
by a formula shown below and applied to values obtained from Figure
12:

xiim + 'isms 2x50 1.68 + 2.52g 2(2.14g)
Skewness = = 0.07.

xiwn, xles 2.52g I.68g

The value 0.07 is close to zero and could be interpreted as indicating
an almost symmetrical distribution of mass in the sample of peanuts.
A skewness above 0.3 is considered very strongly positive-skewed,
and a value below 0.3 is a strong negative skewness. You may wish
to include the skewness value in a description of a population because
this value will communicate the nature of yoer results to other scientists
In specific terms.

6.9 Probability Distribution and Kurtosis.

If one were to toss ten pennies many thousands of times and after
each toss count the number of heads that show up (ranging from 0
to 10), the data thus obtained would result in a symmetrical, bell-shaped
probability distribution. The most probable event is that 5 heads would
show: less probable, that 4 or 6 would show, and still less probable
that 3 or 7 would show, and so on. The plotted points in Figure 15
form curve B which closely approximates the anticipated probability

distribution.
Kurtosis. k, is a numerical measure of how peaked or flattened a

distribution curve. is when compared to the probability distribution. Curve
A of Figure 15 is more peaked and has a k value greater than unity.
For curve B, the k value .. unity. For curve C, k is less than unity.
Kurtosis can be determined by the formula shown below and applied
to values obtained from Figure 12:

Xts% X511 2.95 1.25
k 1.Z

2.44 (X", X,) 2.44(2.40 1.85)

The number 2.44 is a constant for this calculation that yields a k value
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Figure 15. Graphical description of kurtosis. Plotted points show frequency of occurrence
of 0 to 10 heads when ten pennies are tossed 777 times. The points correspond closely
to the anticipated probability distribution for which k = I. For A, k > I; for C, k
<I.

of 1.00 when applied to a probability distribution. The result shown
above, 1.25, indicates that the peanut mass distribution is more peaked
than a pure probability distribution.

6.10 Comparison of Two or More Distributions.

The statistical measures described thus far: range, mean, median, mode,
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis are adequate to describe
a distribution quantitatively. By use of these seven parameters the
distribution of a property such as mass in the example of a peanut
crop can be described.

Suppose it is desired to study the effect upon a peanut crop of some
influencing factor, such as total rainfaU per season. A way to do this
is to employ values related to a number of crops. Their mean values
of peanut mass can be taken as measures of "effect," assuming that
the larger this value, the better was the crop. Statistical comparison
of the set of mean mass values with 4.he amounts of total rainfall will
reveal the degree of correlation between crop quality and rainfall. Thes
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numbers can also establish a measure of the amount of massimprovement

produced by a certain amount of rainfall. .
However, a subtle consideration must be recognized in connection

with calculations of this type. In the example case cited above, the
rainfall values are simple totals, while the mass values are based upon
sampling. There is a chance that the mean mass values are to some
extent erroneous because too small sample sizes may notprecisely reflect
the amounts of rainfall. This concern becomes more acute as sample
size becomes smaller. For example, if such calculations were based

upon samples of only ten po -rats, one could not have much confidence
in the findings. Their tr"hfuiness would be in doubt.

Statistical operations exist that will reveal the level of confidence
that can be attached to the results of such calculations. Generally,
researchers prefer to design experiments so that their confidence levels
exceed 95%. For additional reading in this area, consult a textbook
on statistics in sections pertaining to the "1- test or Chi square test.

6.11 Conclusion

In this chapter you have been presented with a survey of some statistical

measures that are employed in research. At first glance the procedures
employed may appear highly mathematical, but really, only arithmetic
is involved, and the alphabetic symbols that you have seen in the preceding
sections are used only as guides as to what arithmetic steps you should

take. It may be that your particular research problem will not require
any statiltical analysis. If it does, the guidance given here may be
adequate; if it is not, seek some explanatory help.

Lord Kelvin once said, "I often say that when you can measure
what you are speaking about and express it in numbers, you know

something about it; but when you cannot expres, it in numbers your
knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind."
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CHAPTER 7:

Instrume-itation Employed in Research

7.1 General Considerations.

We turn now to the instruments employed to obtain numerical values
to be entered into data tables. Much research equipment is standard
and can be borrowed or obtained without great difficulty. Some of the
equipment employed in research is specially constructed for specific
purposes and may be very sophisticated in design. Figure 16 contains
a list of the quantities most fmquently measured, together with the
primary metric anti British units for these quantities. Then in Figure
17 a list is presented of the devices commonly employed to make
measurements in the sciences.

7... Metric Measurement.

Whenever possible, metric t -:is should be employed. For each mea-
surable property there is a primary metric unit called an S1 (Systeme
Internationale) unit, plus a number of alternative units that are larger
or smaller than the SI unit by factors or multiples of the number ten.
For example, the SI unit for length is the meter, and the cm, dm,
mm, km, etc are alternative units. Column I of Figure 16 lists the more
common measurable quantities. Column 2 names the SI units, and Column
3, alternative units which make up a system based upo the centimeter,
gram, and second of time. Column 4 lists British Engineering units.
Each of these columhs describes a coherent system of units: each system
ias created by starting with three units arbitrarily chosen with respect

to size (mks; cgs; foot, lb(force), sec) and then making combinations
of the rust three to create the other units of that system.

7 -I
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Coherent SYstemo of Units

Mira of el British

Quantity inks) of estimating

losgth motor (m) wattmeter (oa) foot(ft)
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Power watt Wei
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tragoomey karts is- cycle/me eyele/soe

Figure 16. Principal units of the SI. cgs, and British Engineering systems.

In practice, measuring instruments are scaled in units that are conven-
ient in use. For example, rulers are scaled in inches and centimeters
rather than in feet or meters. Consequently, tables of data very commonly
are expressed in alternative rather than in SI units: for example, grams
rather than kilograms. Some journals that print research articles now
ask that all values be expressed in SI units followed by suitable powers
of ten, regardless of the units in which they were initially measured
or calculated. Other journals are willing to accept values in alternative
units because in many cases the magnitudes will be more readily
understood.

Therefore, collect data and tabulate it in whatever units you find
convenient to use, such as the units in which your instruments are
scaled. However, the calculations that follow the data-taking shouk!
nearly always be performed with the quantities expressed in one of
the three systems shown in Figure 16.

7.3 Number-Producing Instruments.

Figure 17 first lists a number of measurable properties and then names
instruments designed to measure them directly.

It should be noted that some of the listed quantities can also be evaluated
by employing instruments that measure quantities that are more primary,
and then employing arithmetic. Here are some examples:

Area: Two measurements of length, followed by multiplication.
Density: mass and volume, followed by division.
Pressure: force and area, followed by division.
Electrical energy: power and time, followed by multiplication.

In choosing the instruments for your research you should pay attention
to the following considerations:
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(Jentity

1 length

2 suss

3 tine

MOISUfeneet InStfUnentS

metric ruler, meter stick, tape measure, surveyor's
%heel, micipmeter caliper. vernier caliper

lever-arm balance, spring balance, mithts.Values are
obtained by celestine weights, associating a number
with a scale location, or by reading a digital display
cm the sore soghisticated balances.

clock. stopwatch

4 area planlnster. User moves a pointer aroma periphery
of surface in question ea graph or map and learns
amount of surface traversed from scales on instrument.

5 density

volume

7 angle

S velocity

force

10 pressure

11 temperature

12 mechanical power

13 elec. potential

14 elec. current

15 elec. resistance

la elec. power

17 elec. energy

IS beat

le light intensity

20 frequency

21 sound intensity

22 acidity

23 humidity

24 viscosity

2S surface tension

hydrometer (tor liquids)

graduated cylinder, pipette, burette, measuring cup

protractor. serveyen's transit, sextant

speedometer, anemometer (vied), velometer

spring balance

mercury bartheth-, collapsing -disc barometer, mechan-
ical presence gauge, differential liquid manometer
liquid -in -glass thermometer, bimetallic differential
es pension, helical bar, thermocouple, pyrometer

peony brake

voltmeter, potentiameter a standard cell
ammeter, coulometer (deposition of metal)
ohmmeter, Wheatstone bridge

wattmeter (indicates v x I)
v.tthotrmeter (intiegratesSaIs t)

calorimeter

photoelectric cell, calorimetric photometer

tachometer, strobotac, electronic oscillator
sound level aster, audiometer

pm meter, litmus paper

psychrometer, hygrometer

viscometer

Jolly balance

Figure 17. Instruments for measurement of various common quantities. Qualifying state-
ments supplied in some cases to avoid confusion.

Range of measurement.
Sensitivitythe smallest value-difference detectable.
Accuracyamount or percentage of incorrectness in a particular
reading. Note that this often varies at Ifferent points in the calibration
range: this is true particularly in electrical indicating instruments and
thermometers.

The catalogs of ecp:ipment suppliers often supply useful information
on such characteristics as those listed above Textbooks and technical
manuals may also yield helpful information.

Each instrument should be read to as many significant digits as its
scales will permit; however, remain cognizant of the fact that its accuracy
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of calibration may not be as great as the closeness of mean tment
implied by the significant digits.

7.4 Research Equipment in General.

Observational devices that are net of the number-producing type are
often employed in research. These include the optical microscope,
electron microscope, telescope, and many rhotovaphic devices.

Your research may require the use of chemical glassware, such as
glass tubing, rubber or neoprene tubing, electrical or gas heating equip-
ment, etc. and perhaps a vacuum pump.

Research performed in the field may require transportation by car
or boat, the use of flashlights, etc. All such factors should be thought
of, listed, and procured before starting the research, to insure that when
you are part way through you are not stopped through the lack of nec.:ssary
apparatus.
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CHAPTER 8:

Experimentation Involving Animals

8.1 Seriousness of Experiments on Animals.

Experimen ...tion with vertebrate animals can have serious conse-
quences if it results in needless suffering. It can arouse serious moral
and legal objections from the public. It is the researcher's responsibility
to justify experimentation on the basis of its eventual worth to mankind.
This type of research should not be pursued unless its value clearly
outweighs any distress caused to the animals.

8.2 Guidelines on Use of Animals.

Fortunately, guidelines exist to aid researchers in this sensitive area.
The following statement appeared in the 1974 Handbook of the North
Carolina Student Academy of Science.

The basic aims of experiments involving animals are to achieve
an understanding of life processes and to further man's knowledge.
Such experiments must be conducted with a respect for life and
an appreciation of humane considerations that must be afforded
all animals. To assure humane treatment of animals, a qualifi;d
adult supervisor with training in the proper care of laboratory animals
must assume responsibility for the conditions of any experiment
involving live vertebrates. Experiments involving the use of an-
aesthetic drugs, pathogens, ionizing radiation, carcinogens, or surgi-
cal procedures must be performed under the immediate supervision
of a bio-medical scientist experienced in the field of investigation.
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Also a copy of Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,
stock number 1740-0343, can be requested from the Superintendent of

_ Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
The National Science Teachers Association, 1201 16th Si.. N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036, may also provide assistance!

'Swilling, Hang A of the North Carolina Student Academy of Science, p. 9.
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CliArrER 9:

Library Resources

9.1 Library Searches.

If you have access to a college library, you will find many useful
resources. Still, if a public library in your community is you: only resout
you should nev zrtheless be able to locate material to aid in your project.
first it will be necessary to become familial with the areas of the library
that are likely to be productive. If specific references are not available,
an awareness of applicable catalog numbers and sections should be
acquired by "browsing."

A librarian can provide valuable assistance in conducting a library
search. A specially trained reference librarian should be able to make
helpful suggestions as to approriate journals and other sources suc'i
as abstract bulletins and indexes.

9.2 Possible Sources.

The job may be made easier because of the existence of a publicition
called the Public Library Catalog prepared in New York for use by
libraries throughout the United States. In it are summaries of desirable
b 3 on a variety of topics. Several sections relate to possible research
situatsons. These are classified under the Dewey Decimal catalog number
50 Some of these .aoks may be found in a local library. The following
boob in particuli may be helpful:

Harvard Case Histories in Experimental Science, James B. Conant,
ed. and others. Harvard University Press, 1957
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L'e fence for Camp and Counselor, by William T. Harty. ASN Press,
1964

_ The Case for Going to the Moon, by Neil P. Ruzic. Putnam, 1965
The Scientfic American Book of Projects for the Amateur Scientist,

C. L. Strong. Simon & Schuster, 1960
Build-It-yourser Science Laboratory, by Raymond E. Barrett. Double-

day, 1964
Science and Common Sense, by James B. Conant. Yale University

Press, 1951
700 Science Experiments for Everyone, UNESCO. Doubleday, 1964

You can quickly determine whether your library has these books, through

its catalog.
Another place to s. :..59 is the reference section of the library, which ,

will yield valuable auworitative works in each subject area. Often while
secrching for one piece of material you may accidentally discover an

even better resource. Unique sol4tions to your problem may be found
by coasultiag scientists, (cad rs, and fellow researchers.
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Papers and Abstracts

10.1 Communication.

Once the research part of the project is complete, it is desirable
to communicate the results to others. A c,mmon means of communication
among researchers is the writing and presentation of scientific papers.
Various scientific organizations sponsor symposia in which research
scientists meet to exchange information about their research. These
meetings often are open to the public or media coverage so that the
public is made aware of new discoveries in science. Publications contain-
ing transcripts of papers, abstracts, and proceedings also contribute to
communication about happenings in the field of research.

10.2 Research Report, and Research Papers.

If a complete report on a research projec is desired, the following
outline may be employed:

1. Title: a concise identification of the project.
2. Abstract: a summary of the nal!' points as described in Section

10.3

3. Procedure: a description of the logic and design of the investigation,
,:yen in sufficient detail to allow it to be repeat' 1 by someone
else.

4. Instrumentation: types and specifications of the equipment em-
ployed; description of any equipment designed and built for the
project.

5. Data: presentation of primary data to an extent that will permit
confirmation of your calculations.

6. Analysis: simple calculations (no arithmetic!), graphs, analyses.

10-1
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7. Results: discussion of rmdings; conclusions; limits of reliability.
8. Bibliography: a list of specifically pertinent resource material.
9. Acknowledgments: credit given tc persons and institutions that

helped or advised.
A paper (to be given orally or sent to a learned society for publication)

may also be based on an outline like that above but should not include
details that an educated auditor or reader can be expected to take for
granted. For example, if reference to procedure is necessary, restrict
it to identificaL s of mehod or type of process or test employed. A
statement like "I poured 13.0 ml of the S pc. xnt solution into the
18 percent solution and the temperature rose 7 Degrees" is, as a rule,
too retailed. Graphs serve excellently to convey information compactly.
If a graph, data table, diagram, or drawing is included in a paper given
orally, the speaker should not take it for granted that the audience
will instantly understand it, but should describe it. Even *one: a
properly-made graph will have a legend along each axis, the speaker
should name the dependent and independent variables and state the
significanx of the position and shape of the graph line. In an oral
presentation it is not good policy to flash a large number of slides before
the audience, but to use no more than necessary and to talk about
them. If your oral report requires the use of any highly specialized
words, define them. Consider yourself to be teaching the audience what
you want them to know, particularly if it is a high school audience,
assuming that their knowledge is general and is not spcialized in your
research area. It ia undesirable, though legitimate, to read aloud a written
paper, because reading it is much less effective. You can make your
talk so.nd and be more nearly spontaneous by using a :.cries of .-isuals
and talking about them. Generally this also makes it more zasily
understood.

Taere are writing manuals that help in technical writing. Considerable
attention should be given to sentence structure, grammar, spelling, and
punctuation. Your colleagues' opinions of your work will be affected
by the composition and presentation of ycar paper. It is legitimate for
another person, such as an English teacher, to edit your draft if the
editing is done in your presence so that you can learn from the experience.
"Dry runs" made before a critical audience can also contribute to your
skill development.

10.3 Writing an Abstract.

An important part of a completed research investigation is the writing
of a concise statement called an abstract. It is through abstracts that
the products of research are most likely to be disseminated. Think of
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the abstract as a first announcement that has been carefully written
to convey the essence of what has been done and to spur the reader
to take a closer look if the project is in one of his fields of interest.

Scientists read and explore bound volumes of abstracts, sometimes
old ones as well as new ones. These volumes are part of the system
through which the scientific and engineering communities keep their
members up-to-date and help them avoid re-doing a project completed
successfully years earlier. Progress, new research, and uew applications
of existing knowledge often result from ideas, questions, and even doubts
sparked in the minds of readers as they diumb through collections of
research abstracts. Therefore, it will be desirable for you to try to write
an abstract that fits into this established system of communication.

The abstract should be no longer than one-half of an 8-1/2 x 11
inch page, single-spaced. It is not an in-depth treatment of the project.
If it is considered essential, the object of the project may be stated
but its reason for performance need not be justified. The abstract may
give some information concerning the project's origin or rationale. The
body of the abstract should consist of short, precisely worded sentences,
outlining what the researcher did. It identifies the quantities explored,
the variables isolated and compared, and the kinds of ana'.ysis employed.
Then, a conclusion is presented, a concise statement of what has been
learned. The abstract that follows may be taken as an example. It is
only a suggestion and does not actually represent any piece of research.
This format is that employed in the abstract bulletins prepared in
connection with th4: Army's Junior Science & Humanities Symposium
program:

ABSTRACT

Name: Smart, I. M.
Home Address: 602 Entropy Street, Gibbs, N.C.
School: Gibbs High School
Tide: Effects of Heavy Metal Concentrations on Mi-

croscopic Bio-Mass.
Although less visible than sewage and suspended wastes, small

quantities of heavy metal in water supplies have been shown to have
detrimental impact on aquatic life in streams. The object of this
project was to quantify the relationship between concentrations of
the metal lead and the survival of microscopic life in pond water.

One hundred samples of viable pond water were maintained with
respect to oxygen, food, and temperature. Ten samples were labeled
as controls while the other 90 samples, in groups of 5, were subjected
to single doses of Pb+2 io.. beginning at 5.0 x 10-4M and inrreaseo
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in 1.0 x 10-414 increments. Records of initial and daily grid biocounts
were taken over a two-week period.

- After analysis, it was concluded that a threshold toxicity exists
at about 7 x 10-4M for Po*" ion. Population lenls decline beyond
that concentration in a near-linear fashion, approaching zero at 1.5
x 10-3M. These stabilized population counts were achieved after
roughly a 3-day "kill-off" perioti, while control populations remained
stable from the initial count.

The main points in writing an abstract are (1) keep it short, (2) be
precise, (3) stick to the topic. The task is to write what was done,
how it was done, and what the findings showed. Expect writing an
abstract to be a laborious task. Spend time on it. Do not underestimate
its worth. It may convey the rust news of your findings that the scientific
world has reed' ed!
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CHAPTER 11:

Safety

It is the resea. -het's responsibility to take precautions to safeguard
all persons and property affected by his work. The public is extremely
sensitive to the safety aspects of any project. Liability for injury or
damage will be focused directly on the researcher. While taking measures
to ensure the safety of others, the researcher must also avoid risks
to himself.

The information and recommendations in this chapter should be
considered to be general advice for situations in which accidents are
known to have taken place. It is organized into four sections by topical
areas:

11.1 General Precautions.

1. Attempt to recognize and r..medy potential hazards
2. Do not conduct potentially hazardous experiments while alone
3. Practice good housekeeping .n the laboratory area
4. Use protective equipment for the body and be especially careful

to shield all eyes in the work area
5. Keep fire extinguishers operable and accessible

11.2 Biological Precautions.

I. Avoid poisionous plantsover 700 species are known to cause
illness or death

2. Experiments with bacteria should only be conducted using
nonpathogenic varieties

3. Seel all petri dishes with tape
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4. Kill all cultures of bacteria before washing the culture dishes.
Mast cultures can be killed by heating for 20 minutes under steam

_ pressure of 15 psi
5. Flame all wire loops before and after transferring microorganisms
6. Avoid insect-killing jars that contain potassium cyanide
7. Use only sterile, disposable lancets when taking bkiod samples
8. Wear protective equipment such as apron and gloves when working

wife bacteria cultures

11.3 Physical Precautions.

1. Employ eye and body protection when hammering or chipping
rot.k samples

2. Do not directly view the sun or infrared and ultraviolet light sources I

3. Work with electrical devices in dry areas and avoid touching
grounded objects such as plumbing-110 volts AC or DC can
kill

4. Avoid eir- :t viewing of laser light
5. Remove all reflective objects from the path of a laser beam
6. Lapel all radioactive materials
7. Avoid contamination from radioactive materials by handling only

with gloves or tongs
8. Avoid bov..,:tion of materials associated with radioactive substances
9. Avoid sources of x-rays, including cold cathode ray tube dcmon-

stration devices

11.4 Chemical Precautions.

1. Remember that many chemicals are incompatible and that mixing
can result in fire, explosion, or toxic fumes

2. Never t....e an unknown chemical
3. Avoid breathing gases, especially in high concentrations
4. Take precautions when using or storing highly volatile or flammable

liquids
5. Acid can be carefully poured into water, but never pour water

into acid
6. Use proper safety equipment such as shields for eyes, aprons,

gloves, tongs, fume hoods, respirators, and explosion shields when
using pc.entially dangerous chemicals.

7. Avoid use of the chemicals listed below, which have been declared
by OSHA to he cancer-causing ager -some of these materials
are known by other names. This is only a partial list of carcinogens:
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4-Nitrobiphenyl (4-NBP)
Alpha-Naphthylamine

(1-NA)
4,4'-Methylene bis

(2- cbloroanili -e)
Methyl chloromethyl ether

(CMME)
3,3' Dichlorobenzidine (and

its salts)
Bis (chloromethyl) ether

(BCME)
Beta-Napthylamine

(2-NA)
Benzidine
4-Aminodiphenyl
EtL?leneimine (El)
Beta-Propiolactone (BPL)
2-Acetylaminofluorene
4-Dimethylaminoazobenzene (DAB)
N-Nitrosodimethylamine (DMN)

A researcher must be deuicated to maintaining safe conditions in the
laboratory. He must be knowledgeable in all aspects of the use of the
equipment and materials contained therein.'

'Division of Science. Safety First in Science Teaching (Raleigh. N.0 : North C troltna
Department of Public Instruction. 1977).
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NAME:
Asha Pillai

HOME ADS 13101 Rebonito Rd., N.E., Alb., N.M. - 87112
SCHOOL: bt. Pius X High School
SPONSDRMACIDER: Mr. Robert Lah
TITLE: ISOLATION AND FURTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF THE TYPE

"C" MURINE LEUKEMIA VIRUS: GERM CELLS AS MECHANISMS OF
VERTICAL VIRAL TRANSMISSION IN AN AUTO-IMMUNE MOUSE
STRAIN

New evidence has recently been presented for the role
of embryonic integration of the murine leukemia virus (MuLV)
in the post -natal onset of autoimmunity. This study attempts to
determine whether vertical transmission of the type "C" MuLV
oc-ars via the germinal line to the unsensitized developing
foetus. An initial cell-surface study was performed for -gp70
in the NZB germ cells (sperm and ova) using .the non-auto-immune
ICR strain and spleen, liver, and kidney cells as positive and
negative conixols. Further cross-sectional studies of the NZB
male and. female reproductive tracts was then caducted in order
to observe MuLV integration patterns not evinced upon the cell
surface. In vivo mating studies were performed between NZB and
ICR males and fealales to clarify results. It has newly beet
determined that the MuLV is transmitte.... to the developing NZB
foetus via the male germ cell, the spermaxozoan. If it can be
conclusively proven that the MuLV plays a direct role in the
development of auto-immune phenomena, az future studies will
attempt, then a possible cause for autoimmunity may be given.

NAME:
HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
SPONSOR/TEACHER:
TITLE:

Ejercito, Lorena Lynn
4844 Beefeaters Road, Jacksonville, FL 32210
Bishop Kenny High School
Mr. Don Birch
Mosquitoes as a Bioassay for Ivermectin Residues in Food

Producing Animals

Ivermectin is a member of a family of newly discovered drugs which has

found prevalent use as an anthelmintic in the cattle industry; this drug was

introduced to the U.S. in 1983. Because of the unusual high potency of low

doses of ivermectin, determining the presence of res4d/fc.s at slaughter

(although necessary) is technically difficult, time consuminy, and expensive
by present techniques.

Preliminary research has already indicated that as little as 0.01 ppb of
ivermectin in whole blood will kill mosquitoes. The objectives of Lnis study

were to 1) titrate ivermectin in whole blood for efficacy against various
mosquito species and 2) after selecting the most sensitive mosquito species,
use it as a bioassay for the decline of blood ivermectin levels in cattle
treated with ivermectin for gastrointestinal nematodes.

With the results obtained, it was found that ivermectin levels could be
detected as low as 10 ng/ml in bovine blood 4nd as early as 16 hours for op
to 14 days after the approved dosage of ivermectin was administered to
cattle.

This bioassay is intende0 to be utilized by Federal inspectors as a
practical and economical approach to the rapid screening of i-,,rmectin

residues in cattle ready for slaughter.
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NAME:
HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
SPONSORtTEACHER:
TITLE:

Miller, Anna Lee
110 Anita Drive, Carl Junction, Missouri 64834

Carl Junction High School

Mr. Michael Lawson
Detection of Antibody Produced Against the Anabolic
Steroid Anavar Through the Use of an Enzyme Linked
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)

Numerous tests have been developed to detect the use of anabolic steroids

in sports. But many athletes simply quit taking thd drugs just before
contests because these tests can only detect drugs if they are currently in

the body. The purpose of this research was to develop an Enzyme Linked
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) capable of detecting the use of the anabolic
steroid Anavar after its use had been discontinued for a long period of time.
The fiist stage in this experiment was to develop the antibody for Anavar
in a rabbi' For four weeks an experimental rabbit received injections
twice a sw of Anavar and a :artier molecule. The control rabbit received

injection. Jf only the carrier molecule. After four weeks'a blood sample
was taken wy cardiac puncture. After the serum was drawn off the clot, the

actual ELISA was used. To is 96 well cluster plate was added complexes of
ar:igen, antiboo;, and antiIgG conjugated with the enzyme peroxidase. This
allowed the detection of the antibody by adding a substrate which reacts
with the enzyme and forms a green color product. This research indicates
that ELISA could be an excellent device to detect the use of inabolic
steroids.

NAME: Aho, Tim A.
HOMEADDRES:: 406 Chapin Street, Starkville, Mississippi 39759SCHOOL: Starkville High SchoolSPONSOR/TEACHER: Mrs. Jane Lusk
TITLE:

Prediction of Seismic Activity Through Radio Frequency_
Emissions

This experiment was designed to develop a new technique or the predictionand analysis of seismic activity. It is based on the hypothesis that certainrocks, when put under stress, release electrical energy in the form of radiofrequency signals. This hypothesis was developed from the observations madeby Dr. Brian Brady of the United States Bureau of Mines. Dr. Brady notedthat plasma, a form of energy consisting of ions accompanied by a radio fre-quency emission, was observed while fracturing rock was photographed. Throughscientific investigation,
the existence of radio frequency energy emitted bystressed rock was confirmed. As a second phase of this project, the sourceof these radio frequency emissions was sought. it was then discovered thatplasma, due to the conoitions under which it exists, might not be the causeof the emissions.

Several other hypotheses were then developed to explainthe presence of the radio frequency energy. One hypothesis, was based on thePiezo-Electric Effect, seemed to be the most plausible. The Piezo-ElectricEffect consists of electrical discharges
produced by mechanical strain incertain classes of crystals. This hypothesis was tested, and the existenceof a Piezo-Electric

discharge which may be the source of the radio frequencyemissions was confirmed.



NAME:

HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:

SPONSOR/TEACHER:
TITLE:

Example of 100-word Abstract

Glick, Gary
20 Surrey Road, Somerset, New Jersey 08873
Franklin Township High School

Characterization of Medieval Window Gla..s by Neutron

Activation Analysis

The concentrations of 15 component oxides in medieval stained glass were
determined by instrumental thermal neutron activation analyses. Three
groups of glass were studied: 52 specimens from a set of 13th century
French grisaille panels from a demolished royal chateau at Rouen; 10 samples
from a grisaille panel in the collection of the Princeton University Museum
of Art; ar.d a set of 32 random fragments of varied provenance.

Significantly differing compositions were found. However, specimens from
within individual and related groups of panels are ...ompositionally similar
even for different colors of glass, indicating a common origin for the
related pieces.

NAME:

HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
SPONSOWTEACHER:
TITLE:

Example of 175-word Abstract

Kornfeld, Stephen Kerry
50 Villa Coublay, Frontenac, Missouri 63131
Horton Watkins High School
Char'es Smith
A Determination of the Oligosaccharide Binding Specificity
of Lectins from Pisum sativum and Lens culinaris

Lectins agglutinate red blood cells by binding to ccll surface glycoproteins.
The lectins recognize arid Sind to the sugar portions of the glycoproteins.
Because different lectins are specific for different sugar sequences, lectins
are useful tools for fractionating and isolating glycoproteins. This study
was to determine the precise oligosaccharide binding of the pea (Pisum
sativum) and the lentil (Lens culinaris) lectins. The lectins were co-
-'alently bound to an insoluble suppJrt, Sepharose, which was suitable for
Affinity chromatography. A variety of radioactively labeled glycopeptides
with different oligosaccharide structures were tested for binding to the
lectin affinit; columns. The conclusion is that affinity binding to the pea
and lentil lectins requires at least two a-linked mannose residues that are
not substituted at positions 3, 4, or 6 as well as the fucose residue.
While the mannose and tucose residues are essential for high affinity bind-
ing, neither sugar residue by itself is s..Ificient for binding. With this
information, these two lectins can become useful tools for fractionating the
glycoproteins of animal cells.
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;NAME:
HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
SPONS01./TEACHER:
TITLE:

Andrea Guffey
3179 North 1000 West, Pleasant View, UT 84404

Weber Nigh School
Mr. Blaine Phillips
Control of Gasterophilus intestinalis Through Chemical

Degradation

bot fly, G. intestinalis, is an arthropodian parasite of the horse

ovulation whose egges are deposited on the forelegs, mane, belly, and

f anks. This parasite causes colic, intestinal blockage, malnutrition, and

death, when ingested. Through my research and experimentation, I have

produced an enzyme which is capable of stopping this bot cycle externally

before it can start. Since G. intestinalis is an arthropod, its exoskeleton

is probably composed of chitin/protein chains. I conducted vanWissleng's

test to prove theory and obtained positive results to the iodine stain test.

I then bought some B-chitinaminease and mixed it into 7% saline solution

at the ratio of lg of powder to 10m1 of solution. This solution was then

applied to the eggs in vitro. The B-chitinaminease broke the bonds between

the first and fourth hydrogen molecules within the chitobiase chains,

causing the exocuticie of the eggs to degrade. The larvae inside were

exposed to the atmosphere, and thus were rendered inviable. B-chitinamin-

ease is a specific enzyme since it degrades only chitin, so it should have

no adverse effects on the environment. To test this theory, (iapplied 30%

60%, and 90% concentrated solutions of B- chitlnaminease to samples of horse-

hair and found that it had no effect on the cuticle of the hair. This should

prove to be a very efficient, cost effective alternative to current insecticides.

NAME:
HOME ADDRESS:
SCHOOL:
SPONSOR/TEACY.tER:
TITLE:

Nieh, James Charles
28020 Ellis Court, Saugus, CA 91350
Saugus High School
Dr. Anth"ny Verity
The Neurotoxicity of A13+ in Cerebellar Granule Cell

Culture and Synaptosomes

Alzheimer's disease is a senile dementia of unknown etiology. Unusually

high levels of Al3+ have been found in the brains of Alzheimer's patients.

A postulated causal role is unproven. We therefore decided to evaluate the

putative neurotoxicity of A13+ in cerebellar neuron culture. A

preferrential gliotoxic effect of A13+ was observed over 10 days in culture

when analyzed with phase contrast after Giems9 staining. Nc primary

nevronal toxicity was observed up to 50 x 10-'3 g/ml of A13+. Because

detects in acetyich.. 'ne metabolism are also found in Alzheimer's disease,

we evaluated the role of Al3+ on choline uptake, on ATP production. and on

acetyicholinesterase activity in an isolated nerve ending Isynaptosome)

preparation. In these studies. Al3+ failed to influence (5H)-chol:ne

uptake, mitochondria! ATP prodtction, or spectrophometrically measured

acetylcholinesterase activity at the high physiological A' :oncentration

of 504 10-6 M. These studies co not reveal a direct neu toxic effect

of Ai) but limit the number of possible aluminum-induced bly,:lemical
defects and suggest that the observed gliotoxic effect may offer an avenue
for further evaluation in th_ pathogenesis of Alzhei lr's disease.
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